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About This Game

Dream is a reflection of one’s mixed growing tracks, even those are far away memories. What if someday you could enter your
dream? What if you could enter some others’? What if you the dream you entered was actually a salvation? What if the dream

belonged to is your family? Will you enter, with the price you cannot afford?

Story

「Save Her, from Dreams」tells about a new couple. The wife often has nightmares with severe physical reactions, and this
situation worries her husband a lot. Until one day, the husband entered into the nightmare, and found what causes of these

nightmares is the wife’s past, which she does not want to mention. The husband decided to save his wife in the dream, even if he
would lose his own soul...

Play

This is a 2D (or 2.5D?) auto-saved game with easy controls. You may reach the end very fast, but may also spend more time to
find another ending. Nonetheless, you do not need to worry about dying out, there is no death in this game.

Music

The original music is along with the story. The tracks are carefully designed and composed for different game environments.
You would achieve a more immersive experience with an earphone.
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Note: The game is not over yet, future episodes are on the way.
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Title: Save her, from dreams
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Ziyi Zhang
Publisher:
Ziyi Zhang
Release Date: 10 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows Vista SP1+, 64 bit

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or better

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics card with DX10 (shader model 4.0) capabilities

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 400 MB available space

Additional Notes: Headphone recommended

English,Simplified Chinese
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save her from dreams

Really good. This game truly captured my heart. If you like to explore and take your time to gaze at the wonders in the VR
space this is for you. All the little things come together to really immerse yourself in the world. I love exploration\/puzzle games
but am terrible at them. I struggled on some of the things but when I finally fgured them out I felt elated like nothing else. Just
to be clear, this game is a take your time and explore and appreciate the wonders of the art and story. It's very well done. I am
really looking forward to more from this studio.. Why does this app cost money?. If you are looking for a game that is a great
time passer and very enjoyable, this is the game for you. It offers a wide variety of fun and it doesn't get old. You get to play as
a dank farmer that shoots up zombies at night with unlimited ammo, what more could you ask? At the same time you are
playing a farm simulator (dank simulator) which everyone can enjoy and you don't have to wait like a month for food to grow
like in the real world. It is a game very worth the 5 buckorinoes $$ and if you don't buy it now you may have to pay more in the
future when it is finished. Also saying that it is an early release, I was very surprised how amazing the game was. People will say
it is like Minecraft but don't listen to them. It's NOTHING like Minecraft at all, and that was what made me unsure of buying it
since I wasn't sure to believe them or not. But good game, looking forward to playing it a lot in the future, and hope you feel the
same about it as I do if you buy it.

Pros
- GUNS
- ZOMBIES
- FARMINGGGGGGGG
- BUILDING A SICK BASE WITH GUNS
- Only $5

Cons
- I bit hard to understand in the beginning, but very easy to catch on
- Kinda glitchy but not so much, just here and there (understanding that it is a early release though)
- Can make you rage quit sometimes. This pack is amazing!

All I'm going to say that it was a great missed opportunity to name him "Barky" instead of "Borky" (Just Sayin')

The name is 50% meme with Doggo. \u00af\\_(\u30c4)_\/\u00af. Unfinished due to EA, but very good game.
Looking forward to the final release.
Reminds me of that old game named Katakijin.. took me quite a time to get all the stuff but this game is fun af. Will there be
more mission? :( This is so good, I mean all the humor, the loot, the unique weapons.. As interesting as the worldbuilding is, this
is the first game I've ever played where I've been impatient for cutscenes to end. It's not that the cutscenes are boring, but rather
that the central translating mechanic is SO MUCH FUN. I'm obsessed, which makes it very easy to roleplay as Aliya, even when
she's being a jerk - like her, I can't wait to get back into some ruins and get my hands on some more Ancient Language!

I haven't quite gotten a handle on how the roleplaying works yet - if there's a way to tell which of the two reply options it gives
you is going to be the rude one and which the nice, I haven't found it. And as much as I love the translations, the other central
mechanic, of sailing on the astral rivers, isn't my favorite, so I'm excited to try the update that lets you fast travel to more
locations! Searching for undiscovered sites is going to stay tedious, but that's mostly because I'm overeager for more ruins - I
could wait until I find more clues to narrow the search area.

Overall, the world is interesting and the main character has a lot of personality, which I respect even if I wish I could make her
be a little nicer to our pet robot. Most importantly, I LOVE the translation mechanic, and I suspect that those of you who are
language nerds and perfectionists will love it too.. i bought this game on sale and it was worth for a while. would recommend
people who want to waste some time. Do you like zombies? Yes?..Good!
Do you like bowling too? Yes? ..Ok!
And do you like little funny games? Yes?..
Then, Here we go and have fun with * Zombie Bowl-o-Rama! * :-)
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I can't believe this thing can be sold on Steam.
WITH $12 !!!!!!!!

Main UI is not stuck on Camera. it just attached on character.
and pause menu is never be pause menu.
it also stuck at start location.

i thought i pressed ESC by accident.

holy mother of god... those levels can be PUZZLE????
I rather buy more trading cards.. Pros: Only cost me a dollar. Epic music accompianed by a black screen.

Cons: Couldn't get game to play.

Steps to get game to work properly.
1- Load up game wait for black screen.
2- Press Crt-Alt-Del "cue epic music"
3- Listen to music while you try to get the game working.
4- End the game because it locked up your mouse and screen.
5- Delete game and ask for refund.

ENJOY!

#trashORtreasure. funny game but there is better things to do than playing this game.

too many things that are pointless

the only reason to buy this game is just for collection but not as a game to waste your time on.. GReat game well done, very
addictive. Pretty poor overall.
Fractured, disjointed narrative that succeeds in crafting lots of questions with little in the way of answers, so instead of intrigue
you have confusion. Really not sure why this gets a horror tag as there is nothing scary or horrific about this in the slightest.
Most of their focus seems to have been on episode 4 as the game started advertising scenes from it before I'd even completed
episode 3! But even that episode is hardly stellar. And there doesn't seem to be much hope of a fifth episode coming out to
resolve all these questions, and even if it did it's too little too late. While the dialogue is usually decently voice acted, the script is
poor and the scattered notes are by and large uninteresting and rife with grammar and spelling mistakes. And graphically the
game is not great. There's some decent animation but the faces fall square into the uncanny valley spectrum with weird glassy
eyes. The bizarre default field of view took some getting used to as well. Puzzles were a mixed bag - most in the ok category
with few being really memorable.
Really not worth your time or effort. 2 stars.. when i was a teenager I played this game hotseat with my brother, it a very
entertaining game will designed turn based strategy, an old school version of the thrid one I enjoyed playing it!. E: Actually I'm
liking this one more and more, very strategically diverse and complicated.
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